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Introduction 
By the time John Dryden was twenty-nine years old, he had 
witnessed civil war, a regicide, more civil war, a protectorate 
government, and finally, a restored monarchy. To say that attitudes 
changed often and polemically is to understate the atmosphere of 
seventeenth century thought. And once Charles II returned to England, 
the peaceable balance between King and Parliament reigned precariously, 
and temporarily. During the following twenty years, Dryden observed 
Parliament trying to gain more power while Charles simultaneously 
attempted to restore full monarchial strength. The Cavalier Parliament 
of 1661 "filled with representatives of the old squirearchy burning for 
vengeance on those who had confiscated their property and killed their 
relations in battle" resorted to "ecclesiastical matters" to punish 
their enemies (Greene 63). As a result, the parliament created numerous 
statutes in the Clarendon Code to injure Puritan members. Dissenters 
endured "acts" of vengeance which limited their freedom and civil 
rights: the Conventicle Act, the Five-Mile Act, the Corporation Act. 
Meanwhile, England also suffered from the Plague of 1665, the Great Fire 
of London in 1666, the Third Dutch War in 1672, and at the end of the 
decade, the political stability crumbled under the infamous Popish Plot. 
Politics, religion--In seventeenth century England, these terms 
were so inseparable that how men participated in one affected their 
affiliation with the other. This tension caused many politicians to 
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switch sides more than once, depending on which faction carried the most 
influence. During the Cromwell reign, staunch royalists either left 
politics or joined the protectorate's party. Catholics as well 
disappeared from the political scene, quietly submitting to the new 
republic or else being forced out. Military men such as George Monck 
and political personalities like Anthony Ashley Cooper grew steadily 
more powerful under Cromwell. But, ironically, these men also achieved 
success when Charles returned to power; they seemed to change 
allegiances whenever it seemed necessary to further their positions in 
government. 
Monck defended Charles I against Long Parliament, an act which 
landed him in prison for three years. Then he sided with Long 
Parliament against the Irish; it was during this campaign that Cromwell 
noticed the squire from Devonshire and gave him high command in the 
army, which later Monck successfully led against Charles II's troops in 
the Third Civil War. He expresses "personal devotion to a republic . . 
. and warned ... of the destructive effects of a restored monarchy" 
and urged the preservation of the republic, "with a presybterian Church 
permitting toleration of separatist groups" (Hutton 68, 96, 102). 
Hutton goes on to explain that Monck had no real interest in reforms; he 
wanted "a disciplined and united England" any way he could get it (107). 
So, when the possibility arose of Charles' returning, Monck gave his 
support to the king's "spectacular verbal promises of high office" and 
assured Charles "that his consistent object had been the King's 
restoration" (107). 
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Meanwhile Cooper, says Button, had the "remarkable capacity to 
change sides regularly without giving his contemporaries . . . the 
impression he did so for any but excellent motives" (44). He too fought 
for Charles I and then for Parliament; later "he had broken with the 
Commonwealthsmen to become an active supporter of the Protectorate, only 
to retire without warning into opposition" (44). On Charles' return in 
May, 1660, Cooper "suddenly informed the King that he had been a secret 
royalist for six years and was an admirer of the Chancellor [Hyde]" 
(Button 127). Soon after he was appointed to the Privy Council and was 
made Chancellor of the Exchequer, while Monck became Captain-General of 
the army, Master of Horse and Lord Lieutenant of Ireland (Button 127). 
Both of these men represented a much larger number of Englishmen 
that, for one reason or another, changed loyalties at least once between 
1650 and 1675. And for most members of Parliament, religion dominated 
the arguments of the sessions. Powerful men in Parliament were of 
various religious factions, which created tremendous tension. The left¬ 
overs from the protectorate wanted the Puritan faith to be the faith of 
England; others wanted the Anglican faith to remain as England's 
established denomination; some preferred toleration for all but 
Catholics (for fear of French takeover once the religion was tolerated); 
and others wanted Catholicism reinstated. Any religious conversion came 
under much heavier scrutiny. Anyone wishing to reconsider his religious 
faith, let alone change it, jeopardized his political influence and 
possibly his job or income. If a man was thought to be Catholic, surely 
he was a spy for King Louis, so he shouldn't be allowed to serve in 
England's government (as Puritans and dissenters saw the situation). A 
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Quaker rejected the sacraments, churches, and ministers; therefore, 
those people shouldn't serve either. For both of these sects, stricter 
laws were enacted against them. Religious toleration was the most 
controversial matter in English politics for decades and became a major 
bargaining factor for Charles' campaign to return to the throne. 
With all the importance of choosing the correct party and proper 
religion in such unpredictable times, it is not surprising that men were 
constantly changing viewpoints, even though there were dangers in doing 
so. Terms such as "politically astute" and "political saavy" were 
frequently used to describe shrewd political converts. What is amazing 
is that when a poet chooses sides, voicing his opinions about politics 
and religion, he is considered merely an opportunist. Because they knew 
people would listen, poets "assert[ed] themselves before others . . . 
[spoke] in a public voice" (Miner 14-15). John Dryden received titles 
such as "liar, cheat, and a hypocrite" from his enemies who "sought to 
descredit a public voice" (Zwicker 35).1 
Because times changed--in science, politics, and religion--men 
with Dryden's conservative principles were tested often. They saw 
government in the hands of the people as too chaotic, religious 
prejudice as too excessive and chose to accept the best qualities from 
political and religious practice rather than overtly taking sides in the 
new world. This choosing becomes the conservatives' way of adjusting to 
1
. Most of my argument will use Zwicker's book Politics and 
Language: other sources from him will have the title cited. Since its 
first appearance in 1984, P&L has become an important influence on other 
scholars who echo Zwicker's criticisms of Dryden. See especially Winn, 
John Dryden and His World, and Fujimura, "Dryden's Changing Political 
Views." 
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the changing times (Miner 357). Dryden's verses, during the early 
1680's especially, elicit a scrutinizing by modern scholars that 
overlooks some obvious private thoughts of the poet about his countrymen 
and country. And although no private letters during the early 1680's 
reveal any insight about his ponderings, I contend that much of the 
personal Dryden reveals itself in the public Dryden, specifically in 
"Absalom and Achitophel" and "Religio Laici."2 
Whenever these two poems are written about, scholars usually spend 
their entire discussions trying to decide if Dryden is a skeptic, an 
anti-rationalist, an Anglican, a soon-to-be-Catholic, a Tory who feigns 
conservatism, or an Erastian.3 If they go any deeper into his works, 
they again narrow their focuses to such an extent that can only point 
out the poems' weaknesses: Dryden does not give "Absalom and 
Achitophel" a logical ending; his characterizations are biased; his 
religious discussion disguises the poet's genuine political intent; 
"Religio Laici" is full of paradoxes which, therefore, ruin Dryden's 
argument against the different religions.4 Few seem to continue the 
search for "why?" Why does the poet choose the traits he chooses for 
his characterizations? Why doesn't he have a tidy ending to "Absalom 
2
. The text used for all quotes from the two poems will be the 
California Dryden edition. 
3
. See bibliography. Bredvold believes that Dryden's "Religio 
Laici" is fideistic in spirit and contains pyrrhonistic skepticism. 
Most scholars such as Harth, Fujimura, and Miner maintain that Dryden is 
defending his Anglican beliefs in "Religio Laici." Zwicker contends 
that Dryden intentionally deceives his reader to promote his Tory 
propaganda. Kenshur states that, if he has to label the poet, Dryden is 
Erastian. 
4
. Griffin, Zwicker, Fujimura, Brown, among others 
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and Achitophel" as the biblical version does? Why does he use paradoxes 
in "Religio Laici"? Agreeing with Irwin Ehrenpreis, I think scholars 
should "square their expositions of an author's meaning with his 
explicit statements in the poem they criticize" before they focus an 
interpretation (154). The critic should take the whole literary meaning 
of all the perspectives instead of the separate parts before judging 
weakness in the work. 
It is my intent to explore the "why." As a basis for my 
discussion and argument, I will refute Stephen Zwicker's declaration 
that Dryden is "vindictively partisan . . . and less philosophical than 
[his] advocates have been willing to assume" (26). He proposes that 
Dryden's literary devices of naive poet and "dispassionate" historian 
are a "cover, because they were a literary and political convenience, 
because the screen of other men's voices and opinions was more easily 
disclaimed than one's own" (45). Mr. Zwicker assumes that many readers 
interpret "Absalom and Achitophel" as a representation poem rather than 
a persuasion poem (88). He states that Dryden's defense of Charles and 
the monarchy is covert. The evidence of the text points to a different 
conclusion. Because of the seriousness of the Exclusion Bill, Dryden 
does not want to incite any tremendous emotional disturbance as his 
opponents had, so he calmly gives a psychological observation-- the cause 
and effect--of extremist factions in government, partisan groups which 
sprang from religious differences and so, after "Absalom and 
Achitophel," Dryden addresses the problems of religious partisanship in 
"Religio Laici." 
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From my research, I also plan to demonstrate that, through 
Dryden's characterizations in political and religious poems, the poetry- 
~far from being subversive Tory propaganda (Zwicker 3)--reverently 
observes the classical ideals of predominant reason and restrained 
emotion which allow Dryden the man to comprehend his feelings and his 
universe. His poems reveal his sense of tension between the demands of 
communal polemic on the one hand, and self expression--or exploration-- 
on the other. This strain between public and private expectation 
affects Dryden's approaches to his two poems: the more personal the 
subject matter, the more Dryden searches for his own comfort and 
assurance about the world in which he lives and "emphasizes what is most 
conservative in him, his belief in the necessary reconstitution of the 
forms and institution of civilizations" (Miner 31). The real-world 
connection between politics and religion coalesces with the individual 
man's perceptions of the same relationship, revealing a progression in 
thought which reflects Dryden's coming to terms with his personal world. 
"Religio Laici" then becomes the poet's openly personal pursuit to 
answer "what happens at the end" of "Absalom and Achitophel." 
I: 
Crisis and Conflict in "Absalom and Achitophel" 
After demonstrating satirical finesse in "MacFlecknoe," Dryden 
softens the satire in "Absalom and Achitophel," partly because of the 
political tension enmeshed in the subject, partly because of the poet's 
private and serious thoughts about government. He had to comment upon a 
sobering situation in England--the threat of Parliament's constraining 
the king's power--and respond in a way which would project his own fears 
for the outcome, so he chose to create a cause-and-effect poem, mixing 
historical facts with psychological insight into human motivations that 
at times are demonstrated through satiric yet accurate characterizations 
of the enemies to the court. While still a public poet, Dryden uses 
"Absalom and Achitophel" as a mouthpiece for Dryden the man's opinions. 
The good-humored opening of the poem more than sets the tone of 
the work; it demonstrates how subtly Dryden's own inclination permeates 
the narrative--and how quickly. Yes, Charles is promiscuous, but no 
more than Biblical David, God's chosen. Yet, the poet uses a third 
insinuation to suggest that, if the king had not been quite so 
libertine, Shaftesbury and his followers would lack a major weapon 
against Charles. Without Monmouth, the fear of the Duke of York as a 
Catholic successor would still exist, but there would be no other heir 
for the people to rally behind. Possibly, the country would have 
grudgingly accepted James since his daughters were raised as 
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Protestants. The irony of "E'r one to one was, cursedly, confin'd" (4) 
plays upon itself: Of course, monogamy is not cursed in Dryden's 
England; it is one of the foundations of Christian life. Many of 
Charles' advisors, hoping for a male heir, wanted him to divorce 
Catherine and marry a fertile queen. In a sense, re-marrying was the 
only acceptable "polygamy" that seventeenth century England would allow. 
But in David's day, multiple wives were part of the political plan to 
unite many nations. On the other hand, Dryden does suggest that 
monogamy is cursed because Charles is married to a sterile queen; he is 
childless --without an heir, a curse to any monarch. Dryden's trademark 
of probing all sides to an issue slyly adds dimension to a seemingly 
one-sided ironic comment. It suggests that the poet was slightly 
criticizing his monarch for the consequences of his promiscuity; as I 
have demonstrated, it does not, though Zwicker maintains it does, 
"avert" the problem of Charles' "indulgence in private pleasures" (93). 
When the poet speaks of "none / So Beautiful, so brave as Absolon" 
(17-18), he recognizes the worthiness of Monmouth, and by recognizing 
the virtue, Dryden shows the tragedy behind the commentary: "But the 
chief basis of Dryden's praise as a moral art consists in his emphasis 
upon that ideal which the individual who is praised at once stands for 
and imperfectly represents" (Miner 520). While full of potential, 
Monmouth chooses not to develop his talents for the good of England, as 
the narrative soon discloses. The young duke's qualities are heightened 
further when we learn how special he is to the king: "What faults he 
had (for who from faults is free?) / His Father coud not, or he woud not 
see" (35-6). All of this background understanding of monarch and of 
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illegitmate heir aids Dryden in his attempt to show the sorrow he feels 
when a person and a situation fall short their promise. 
Once the father/son relationship is explained, the English people 
become the scrutiny of the poet. They are as fickle as the Old 
Testament Jews, "whom, debauch'd with ease, / No King could govern, nor 
no God could please . . ." (47-8). First, the English kill the king and 
banish his son; then they invite son Charles back to be king, and now, 
they have become tired of the monarchy. Similarly, in religion they 
reject the authority of the Roman Catholic church to establish the 
Chruch of England, then decide the Anglican Church is not reformed 
enough and undertake to "purify" it further, or, separate from the 
Anglican Church altogether as the more extreme dissenters had done. 
Dryden, the man, had lived through all of this love/hate relationship 
between the people, their religion, and their monarch. He well 
remembered the chaos and death. It is no wonder he voices apprehension: 
The sober part of Israel. free from stain 
Well knew the value of a peacefull raign, 
And, looking backward with a wise afright, 
Saw Seames of wounds, dishonest to the sight; 
In contemplation of whose ugly Scars, 
They Curst the memory of Civil Wars. (69-74) 
Being part of the "sober" England, Dryden wants to remind those who 
forgot or who were not born during the twenty years of civil wars that 
the same type of trouble could start again if the factions were not 
careful. The word "reign" signifies Dryden's choice for monarchy, not 
republic which to him was responsible for the civil wars. 
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Because "to Sin our byast Nature leans" (79) , Dryden describes 
the Popish Plot, reminding his readers of recent civil strife: "Plots, 
true or false, are necessary things, / To raise up Common-wealths, and 
ruin Kings" (83-4). And here, in analyzing his feelings about the 
affair, Dryden the man also admits that the king has not done his best 
by the Roman Catholics: 
Thus, worn and weaken'd, well or ill content, 
Submit they must to David's government: 
And, what was harder yet to flesh and blood, 
Their Gods disgrac'd, and burnt like common wood. (92-7) 
Perhaps Dryden wonders how a man (and king) whose own wife is Catholic 
can allow such sacrileges to occur. These lines are not those of a 
subversive Tory propagandist-- they are from a man trying to see both 
sides of the issues. Now, the poet has introduced the rudiments of 
England's troubles--an illegitimate Protestant heir and a Catholic- 
fearing public: "Some thought they God's Anointed meant to Slay / By 
Guns . . . / Our authour swears it not; but who can know / How far the 
Devil and Jebusites may go?" (130-3). Dryden mixes irony with his 
serious reflections, which shows that he is still cautious about 
revealing too much of his own opinions. The poet next analyzes the 
repercussions to this tense situation: "From hence began that Plot, the 
Nation's Curse, / Bad in it self but represented worse" (108-9). 
Dryden's psychological insight into people's fears reveals that he 
has thought seriously about this problem: 
For, as when raging Fevers boyl the Blood, 
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The standing Lake soon floats into a Flood, 
And every hostile Humour, which before 
Slept quiet in its Channels, bubbles o'r: 
So, several Factions from this first Ferment 
Work up to Foam, and threat the Government. (136-41) 
Fear of a Catholic monarchy was ever-present because of Charles' 
marriage to Catherine of Braganca, a Portuguese princess; that was one 
reason for the constant push in Parliament for the Exclusion Bill. The 
people wanted reassurance that there would be no Catholic ruler. The 
queen's sterility made matters worse; now there would be no chance to 
insist that the heir be raised as a Protestant--only James, Duke of 
York, could succeed his brother if traditional monarchial succession 
continued. 
The Exclusion Bill promoted by Shaftesbury and the competition 
between Parliament and the king for power brought Dryden's fundamental 
fear to the surface: 
All other Errors but disturb a State, 
But Innovation is the Blow of Fate. 
If ancient Fabricks nod, and threat to fall, 
To Patch the Flaws and Buttress up the Wall, 
Thus far 'tis Duty; but here fix the Mark; 
For all beyond it is to touch our Ark. 
To change Foundations, cast the Frame anew, 
Is work for Rebels who base Ends pursue: 
At once Divine and Humane Laws controul, 
And mend the Parts by ruine of the Whole. (799-808) 
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Although there are problems, he believes in the monarchy; to change to a 
republic would destroy the country, as it almost had before Charles' 
return (Eraser 323-4). Dryden sees that many of those who want change 
(Shaftesbury, Buckingham, and the like) do not want it for the good of 
the country; they have personal interests, ambitions to aspire to: "Some 
by their Friends, more by themselves thought wise, / Oppos'd the Power, 
to which they could not rise" (142-3). Dryden feels England will suffer 
if the monarchy is destroyed; it is not mere propoganda against 
Shaftesbury: "Kings are the publick Pillars of the State, / Born to 
sustain and prop the Nations weight'" (953-4). And if the monarchy were 
to end, the civil disquiet would continue and destroy England: 
Against themselves their Witnesses will Swear, 
Till Viper-like their Mother Plot they tear: 
And suck for Nutriment that bloody gore 
Which was their Principle of Life before. (1012-15) 
Nothing or no one would content the public for any extended period of 
time; Dryden already showed the people this with their fickle attitude 
toward Charles. Factions would spring from within, causing interminable 
quarrels and power struggles. 
Achitophel, Anthony Ashley Cooper, represents the baseness of the 
factions and is the major antagonist in the poem. For most of the 
characters in the poem, Dryden needs only a couplet or two, but for 
Cooper nearly one hundred lines are used. As with Monmouth, Dryden does 
acknowledge the good in Shaftesbury: 
Yet, Fame deserv'd, no Enemy can grudge; 
The Statesman we abhor, but praise the Judge. 
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Unbrib'd, unsought, the Wretched to redress; 
Swift of Dispatch, and easie of Access. 
Oh, had he been content to serve the Crown, 
With vertues only proper to the Gown . . . (186-99) 
Like Monmouth, the earl had potential to make a positive impact in his 
country, but "wilde Ambition loves to slide, not stand; / And Fortune's 
Ice prefers to Vertues Land" (198-99). All of Shaftesbury's natural 
ability as public speaker--swayer of the crowd--promotes personal 
ambition, turning any small incident against Charles into a major 
obstacle for the king: 
The wish'd occasion of the Plot he takes, 
Some Circumstances finds, but more he makes; 
Weak Arguments! which yet he knew ful well, 
Were strong with People easie to Rebell. (208-15) 
Shaftesbury knew how to motivate people, knew where their fears lay, and 
he seemed to enjoy creating a frenzy around the Titus Gates incident. 
Angered by the earl's perversity of potential, Dryden extends Cooper's 
portrait to highlight the baseness. 
Shaftesbury's real ambition was to be a leader, which Dryden 
recognizes and describes with uncanny accuracy: 
Achitophel still wants a Chief, and none 
Was found so fit as Warlike Absolon: 
Not, that he wish'd his Greatness to create, 
(For Polititians neither love nor hate:) 
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But, for he knew, his Title not allow'd, 
Would keep him still depending on the Crowd . . . 
(220-225) 
Obviously, the duke of Monmouth was not allowed the title of heir-to- 
the-throne, but the controlled use of pronouns makes the "he" ambiguous. 
Shaftesbury, also, was not allowed the title, and he depended on the 
crowd's approval of Monmouth to attain the highest amount of power 
possible. If Monmouth were to be made king, then the earl would be his 
chief advisor, the actual policy-maker. Dryden transfers Cooper's 
deceitful tactics into the poem's ambiguity. 
So, the earl's treachery is used upon Monmouth to convince the 
young man that he has a duty to take over his father's title, before 
James ascends the throne and rids himself of his nephew. Shaftesbury's 
methods are very persuasive, and Monmouth is won over. Dryden knows the 
danger of the young duke's ambition: "In God 'tis glory: And when men 
Aspire, / 'Tis but a Spark too much of Heavenly Fire" (307-8). Ambition 
will lead him to extreme and dangerous measures. These particular lines 
comparing divine intentions and mortal aspirations must have been very 
close to Dryden's personal belief because they are echoed a year later 
in his confessional poem, "Religio Laici," which will be discussed 
later. 
Once again, the poet's perception of the situation's complexity 
emerges as he introduces more of the anti-royalists: 
The Best, and of the Princes some were such, 
Who thought the power of Monarchy too much: 
Mistaken Men, and Patriots in the Hearts; 
16 
Not Wicked, but Seduc'd by Impious Arts. (495-8) 
Among the men in Shaftesbury's camp were well-meaning souls that, like 
Monmouth, succumbed to the earl's artful persuasions. They thought they 
were doing what was best for the country, even though their leader was 
not. Far below in the poet's ranking were those "Who think too little 
and who talk too much" (533-4): George Villiers, Slingsby Bethel, and 
Titus Gates. 
These men afforded Dryden plenty to decry, and on doing so the 
poet creates some of his most memorable lines. About the ambitious Duke 
of Buckingham, Zimri, we learn that he was 
A man so various, that he seem'd to be 
No one, but all Mankinds Epitome. 
Stiff in Opinions, always in the wrong; 
Was every thing by starts, and nothing long. . . (545-8) 
London's sheriff, Slingsby Bethel (Shimei), was notorious for his 
underhanded dealings with trials: "If any durst his Factious Friends 
accuse, / He pact a Jury of dissenting Jews" (606-7). Goaded and paid 
by Shaftesbury to falsely accuse Catholics of the Popish Plot, Corah- 
Titus Gates, 
His Memory, miraculously great, 
Could Plots, exceeding mans belief, repeat; 
Which, therefore cannot be accounted Lies, 
For humane Wit could never such devise. (650-3) 
And after he finishes depicting the individuals, Dryden again shows why 
the common people united with Monmouth: 
Youth, Beauty, Graceful Action seldom fail: 
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But Common Interest always will prevail: 
And pity never Ceases to be shown 
To him who makes the peoples wrongs his own. (723-7) 
People believed the popular, illegitimate duke when he visited their 
towns and villages and made them think he was trying to avenge their 
problems, not his, which his own father caused. In all probability, it 
was Shaftesbury's idea to tour the country in order to estimate the 
support the two would have in an open rebellion (Eraser 392; Ashley 151; 
Winn 333). Most likely, Dryden, thoroughly understanding Shaftesbury as 
a manipulator, deduced who was behind Monmouth's campaign, though many 
other people probably did not. 
Once the opponents have been described, the loyal supporters must 
be recognized. Topping the list, Dryden describes Barzillai, Duke of 
Ormond: "For him he Suffer'd, and with him Return'd. / The Court he 
practis'd, not the Courtier's art: / Large was his Wealth, but larger 
his Heart" (824-6). Ormond lived in exile with Charles, which devotion 
Dryden highly admired. The Archbishop of Canterbury, William Sancroft; 
Henry Compton, Bishop of London; John Sheffield, Earl of Mulgrave; 
George Savile, first Baron Savile; Laurence Hyde; and Edward Seymour are 
the rest of the king's "short file." Dryden does point out that Savile 
"onely try'd / The worse awhile, then chose the better side" (884-5); he 
had sided with Shaftesbury for a short time before joining the loyal 
few. All the way through his analysis of England's situation Dryden 
tries to be as aware of all sides as possible. 
From these assessments of people and circumstances, Dryden tries 
to warn his countrymen of the danger their country is in. He lets 
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Charles speak at the end of the poem, giving no concrete answer to the 
outcome of the crisis because no man can know until he lives through and 
witnesses the concluding resolution. But possibilities are presented: 
"If my Young Samson will pretend a Call 
To shake the Column, let him share the Fall" (955-6) 
and 
"Without my Leave a future King to choose, 
Infers a Right the Present to Depose" (979-80) 
and 
"The Law shall still direct my peaceful Sway, 
And the same Law teach Rebels to Obey" (991-2) 
and 
"Must I at length the Sword of Justice draw? 
Oh curst Effects of necessary Law! 
How ill my Fear they by my Mercy scan, 
Beware the Fury of a Patient Man." (1002-5) 
The king suggests that if his son wants to fight on the opposing side, 
then he will suffer the same as his conspirators. Also, as he 
continues, Charles utters--what at the time seems ludicrous--that if he 
cannot choose, then the people would have to, which uncannily 
foreshadows the event seven years later when William and Mary are 
invited by Parliament to be the monarchs of England (see 11. 979-80). 
Continuing on, he reminds the people that he observes the law in his 
peaceful handling of this tense situation and that this same law will be 
used to keep the rebellious in line as well. But the strongest comment 
made explains the folly of many, including the Earl of Shaftesbury; the 
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king's leniency should not be misconstrued as fear. If Charles needs to 
be decisive, he will: "For Lawfull Pow'r is still Superiour found, / 
When long driven back, at length it stands the ground" (1024-5). This 
also reveals Dryden's belief in traditional insitutions; those of value 
will survive (Miner 31,352). 
Although Zwicker insists that the poet's "evenhandedness" is 
merely a "rhetorical bluff" (93) , Dryden does assert a conservative 
position that the monarchy should not be destroyed. He and others 
witnessed that the "republic" or Protectorate did not achieve any more 
harmony than the king's reign had. From his assessment of the 
alternatives and observing the people who would replace the monarch, the 
poet believes England would self-destruct if the opportunists within 
Parliament took control. 
II: 
Characterization in "Absalom and Achitophel" 
So then the best of the historian is subject to the poet; 
for whatsoever action, or faction, whatsoever counsel, 
policy, or war stratagem the historian is bound to recite, 
that may the poet (if he list) with his imitation make his 
own, beautifying it both for further teaching, and more 
delighting, as it pleaseth him, having all . . . under the 
authority of his pen. 
(Philip Sidney, "An Apology for Poetry") 
It is this principle of Sidney which Dryden observes in "Absalom 
and Achitophel," and it is also this precept which confuses critics such 
as Zwicker. When historian and poet are used in the same breath, one 
must understand that Dryden is observing history in the making and is 
attempting to show his countrymen what condition the country is in. 
But, while he admits Dryden is a poet, somehow Zwicker assumes that the 
poet's history should have an "eschewed fancy for judgement, interest 
for impartiality" (45). Sidney's idea--and Dryden's--is "that both 
history and poetry are allegedly examples of moral philosophy, intended 
to illustrate ethical truths" (Wallace vii). Dryden, although 
conservative, does not attempt to be impartial; he's definitely on the 
side of his sacred institution, the monarchy. He knows his analyses of 
the times and people will have some subjective criticism because he is 
offering the public his personal opinion of an ideal government. In 
voicing his views on monarchy as the ethically true type of government, 
Dryden infuses into the present history warnings of what has been 
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happening and could happen should the English people revolt against 
their sovereign.5 
Within the narrative, most scholars narrow their attacks on 
Dryden's partisan views to his character portraits which, in turn, 
become the crux of most evidence used against the poet. Granted, the 
characterizations are subjective, but not biased "vindictively," as 
Zwicker maintains. Dryden does enhance as well as diminish traits of 
people portrayed, yet both sides--the opposition and loyalists--receive 
proportions of each treatment to establish the poet's and man's 
political ideals of what is "to be desired" and what "should be avoided" 
(Schilling 12). Since the poem is framed by Charles' portrait, I will 
illustrate Dryden's depiction of him last. I will begin with the major 
characters of the opposition party: Cooper, Monmouth, and Villiers, all 
three of whom Dryden uses to play "on the tension that arises from the 
opposition of promise and betrayal" (Zwicker Dryden's Political Poetry 
85). 
Dryden's firm belief in time-proven institutions such 
as the monarchy caused him to feel great alarm when anything like the 
Exclusion Bill or anyone like Shaftesbury threatened the "precariously 
re-established order" (deF. Lord "Absalom and Achitphel'" 158); 
therefore, the poet set out to show his contemporaries the impending 
danger of such people and legislation. Through his "classic study of 
human nature in politics" (McKillop 41), Dryden creates a character of 
5
. Many critics begin with Dryden's preface, but since the prose 
piece summarizes what the poem itself contains, my focus will be on the 
poem--what it says and what it means. 
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infamy second only to Milton's Satan: Achitophel-- Anthony Ashley 
Cooper, First Earl of Shaftesbury. As mentioned earlier, Cooper was a 
good judge, and Dryden acknowledges that fact. Dryden also recognized 
his "ability to understand the interests, prejudices and moods of the 
people" (Jones 60), and to know how to act upon those sentiments. 
Because Cooper used this power to go against the primacy of the king, 
Dryden had to create a situation that would expose Shaftesbury's 
"unscrupulous" tendency to use "any means to recover political power" 
(Greene 65). Thus, we have the seduction of Monmouth by Shaftesbury to 
try to prevent the rightful heir, the Duke of York, from ascending the 
throne after his brother Charles. 
Politics during the Restoration was not the cause of the earl's 
drive for power; it seems he had always been driven to out-maneuver 
people. Suffering from poor health since birth, Cooper had to rely on 
his wits to attain his aspirations. As a young schoolboy, "he couldn't 
begin to compete in the displays of athleticism and brute strength in 
which many of his fellow students delighted . . . [so he] set about 
discovering their weaknesses" in order to compensate for his physical 
deformity (Chapman 17). Since Cooper had always been "secretly 
ambitious . . . his habit of moving into positions of strength became 
subtler" (18) as he grew older. His skill of manipulation crested 
during the furor over the Popish Plot where two specific occasions 
"provid[ed] him with a public forum at the ideal psychological moment": 
Edmund Berry Godfrey's murder (the judge that heard Titus Gates' 
testimony) and the October 21st opening of Parliament (Harth "Dryden in 
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1678-1681" 63). These situations allowed Cooper the chance to incite 
and to prolong the fervor against the Catholics. 
The "ambitious and cunning" (Thomas 83) arguments exercised by 
Shaftesbury demonstrate how he exploits his victims. Dryden made sure 
to point out that whatever evidence Achitophel gives to Absalom/Monmouth 
is clearly understood as self-serving rhetoric. Monmouth would not be a 
competent ruler, and Shaftesbury knew it; he wanted to be the young 
man's puppeteer. The earl saw how popular the young duke was and how 
successful in battle. Using his talent for understanding the public's 
preferences and Monmouth's ego, Cooper set out to "puff up" that ego 
against the king. Dryden captures the earl's subtle, manipulative 
techniques perfectly: "Him he attempts with studied arts to please, / 
And sheds his venom in such words as these" (228-9). His aspirations 
for power create a ruthless political opponent: 
Not only did he reject any alternative forms of 
security--limitations to be placed on the powers 
of a Catholic sovereign, the banishment of all 
Catholics, the nomination of a Regent to govern, 
leaving James only the title of king--but he 
also regarded any diversion of effort to obtain 
piecemeal reforms as a mistake. (Jones 61) 
This last idea, that the earl would accept nothing in moderate terms, is 
why Dryden feels the politician is so dangerous. Dryden concedes that 
minor alterations could be made in the monarchy, but no extreme changes 
should be allowed: "To Patch the Flaws and Buttress up the Wall, / Thus 
far 'tis Duty" (802-3). Any change in the foundations of government "Is 
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work for Rebels who base Ends pursue" (806). People like Shaftesbury 
wanted complete change for personal gain, not for collective well-being, 
and Dryden saw it. For a conservative man, the extreme "innovations" 
could not be tolerated. 
Besides demonstrating how Achitophel seduces the individual, 
Monmouth, Dryden also explains how the earl exaggerated situations: 
"The wish'd occasion of the Plot he takes, / Some Circumstances finds, 
but more he makes" (208-9). Because he excelled in understanding the 
public mood, Shaftesbury made sure to excite the fear and hatred of 
Catholics in any way possible. Although never taking bribes, Cooper did 
not hesitate to use and manipulate informants during their "eye-witness 
accounts" in the Popish Plot trials (Winn 361). In addition, during 
Accession Day ceremonies of 1679-81, the earl's "lieutenants, at great 
expense, organized elaborate processions [burning the effigy of the pope 
in the parade]" (Swedenberg 220) which easily incited the onlookers. 
So, Dryden's one comment, "more he makes," describes not only the verbal 
actions but also the physical ones that Shaftesbury uses to deceive the 
masses along with the individuals. 
Unlike Shaftesbury, Monmouth was not an instigator. Early on, he 
was loyal to his doting father and fought battles for him. In the 
Scottish rebellion of 1667, Monmouth won a decisive victory; his heroism 
combined with his popularity made "Warlike Absalom" a prime target for 
Shaftesbury's schemes: "Unwarily was led from Vertues ways, / Made 
Drunk with Honour, and Debauch'd with Praise" (311-12). Shaftesbury 
approached Monmouth numerous time about rebellion, and all but once did 
he refuse. Before 1679, the two men were on bad terms (Clifton 118), 
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which may be why the duke rejected Cooper's advances. Probably the earl 
was aware of some animosity between the uncle and his nephew, the rivals 
for the throne in Shaftesbury's eyes, and he chose to act upon it. In 
August of 1679, Charles became very ill. The Duke of York had been out 
of the country (at Charles' bidding for safety and to quiet Parliament's 
fears concerning Catholicism). Some of the king's supporters, who 
feared impending death for the monarch and therefore feared a coup by 
Monmouth and his supporters (Swedenberg 238), invited the Duke of York 
back from his exile in Brussels. Monmouth had been sent away earlier in 
the year because of his blatant self-promotion against his father. Upon 
news of his father's illness, he returned. During this time many people 
treated the brother as the next heir while others showed support for the 
son. Because of these growing tensions between Monmouth and York, 
Charles (after recovering) sent both dukes into exile (York just to 
Edinburgh and Monmouth out of the kingdom) in order to ease the strained 
relations among supporters of both sides. Monmouth was shocked, but he 
obeyed for a time. He constantly sought permission to return but 
Charles refused; the positive uproar created whenever Monmouth came to 
England was too dangerous. Too many of the laymen rallied behind the 
young duke, so the easiest action for Charles to take was to send his 
son away. In November Monmouth returned against his father's wishes, 
happily persuaded by Shaftesbury (Swedenberg 239). The combination of 
Monmouth's embarrassment for losing his father's esteem and the ego- 
inflating receptions he had received by many in England most likely 
convinced him to join ranks with Shaftesbury at this point. 
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Dryden emphasizes this father/son relationship not only to 
highlight how far from the ideal of son-to-father/king Monmouth strays 
as Cousins suggests (180), but also to demonstrate that while Monmouth 
separates himself from Charles through rebellion, he shares certain 
flaws with his father. The duke and the king are mortal men, so each 
will have failings. But the son's faults are more detrimental: his lust 
for power pits him against the tradition of monarchy and allies him with 
deceitful men like Shaftesbury. Charles' are less harmful because they 
demonstrate his indulgence toward his child, a common failing among 
parents. It seems likely that Dryden places this parallel to maintain 
again a balanced analysis in his subject matter while at the same time 
weaving in his own opinions about the characters. 
In contrast to Absalom and Achitophel, Zimri--George Villiers, 
Duke of Buckingham--had no redeeming qualities, unless one considers wit 
as an attribute: "A man so various, that he seem'd to be / Not one, but 
all Mankinds Epitome" (545-6). Like many others during the Restoration, 
Buckingham changed sides; unlike most others, the good of England was 
never part of his reasoning. The only aspirations for this duke were to 
be in charge of something, anything within court society, and if he 
could not achieve it by one tactic, then he would try another approach. 
Once, Buckingham fought and earned a victory for the king in battle. 
Because of the inflated importance that the duke tied to the 
achievement, he point-blank asked the king for supreme command of the 
royal army. Charles denied the request, and Buckingham "sulked and 
withdrew" (Thomas 88). Even in the Cromwell's years the duke vied for 
social position; this time he married into it. The bride was daughter 
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to a Commonwealth government official. What must have bothered Dryden 
most about this chameleon-like courtier was his non-committed attitude. 
While other men did change sides at least once, they usually remained 
with the faction for extended periods of time because they took 
seriously what they committed themselves to. For Buckingham, the 
contrary seems true; he was "every thing by starts, and nothing long" 
(548). As Thomas points out, "Within all [Villiers'] variety, within 
all his constant changing . . . there was one thing lacking--the middle 
ground (so dear to moderates)" (.92). This self-serving attitude is what 
Dryden highlights and attacks (Miner 301). 
Personal failings do not figure into the poet's attack, for if 
they did, Dryden's satire would be endless. The real Zimri had constant 
bouts of syphilis; he created a multitude of intrigues in an attempt to 
discredit Lord Clarendon (Charles locked him up for the attempts); he 
exhibited cowardly tendencies: "twice he accepted a challenge to a duel 
and failed to show up, but each time he did report his challenger to the 
authorities so that he might be punished"; he continued a well- 
publicized affair with the Countess of Shrewsbury, whose husband died 
from a wound inflicted by Buckingham in an earlier duel--the government, 
after much embarrassment over the situation, had to pay each of the 
parties an enormous sum of money before they would end their liaison 
(Thomas 88). One of Zwicker's fundamental arguments (that Dryden is 
"vindictively partisan") is based on the premise that the poet overlooks 
the king's serious flaws in order to promote Tory propaganda (93). If 
one were to look at the political or personal abuses of the opposition, 
he would recognize that Dryden is more than generous in any of his 
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portraits, not only to those loyal to the court but to Charles' 
opponents as well. 
It seems that, historically, all of these men had much worse 
qualities than Dryden reveals: Shaftesbury bribed people, Monmouth 
detested his uncle merely from jealousy, Villiers was a social parasite. 
Dryden could have capitalized on any and all of these to make his point 
about the danger of the opposition, but he chose not to. His relatively 
limited, oblique, poetical portraits are not aimed at people, first, but 
at persistant kinds of moral failure. His method is historical rather 
than primarily personal to create "an image of public order, which is 
seen to have a direct relevance to the state of contemporary society, 
both mirroring and controlling it" (Rivers x). The opposition-- in the 
likes of Shaftesbury, Monmouth, and Villiers-- threatens to shake up and 
even change that coveted order, so Dryden tries to make society aware of 
this hazardous situation through his character portrayals. Moreover, 
the times were cloyed with tension, and he did not want to excite the 
masses as Shaftesbury had done. The poet describes the problem 
reasonably and then calmly warns the masses of the precarious situation 
that England is in when they listen to self-serving individuals. If 
crowd hysteria toward Catholics and lack of appreciation for a tolerant 
monarch did not cease, then the king would have to exercise his full 
power. People--individually and collectively--who wanted extreme 
alterations which would destroy the foundation of monarchy had to be 
reminded of how society had operated and would operate without a king: 
chaos, civil wars, and higher taxes than when either Charles reigned 
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(Durant 201). Cromwell's rule had proven itself no better than the 
monarchy, so Dryden wants people to stay with traditional institutions. 
It is interesting to note that, not only is the file of court 
supporters short, but the members within that list seem easily 
forgettable because so few lines describe these men. This "striking 
contrast to the egotism" of Dryden's villains "helps to define the 
admired monarchs and statesmen and warriors in terms of functions and 
relationships rather than in terms of extraordinary gifts or virtu" 
(deF. Lord "Restoration Myth" 81). Dryden does not want to spend time 
piling on praise, just as he did not pinpoint every evil deed among the 
opposition. As historian, he tries to stick to pertinent facts; as poet 
he interprets facts to assert his personal point of view. Thus, what 
Dryden highlights among the "short file" is the collective loyalty to 
the king. 
For the Duke of Ormond, Barzillai, loyalty to the king meant 
unquestioning allegiance. He always followed the king's command, "The 
Court he practis'd, not the Courtier's art" (825) without fighting for 
personal gain, even when one of his privileges was taken away. Upon the 
king's restoration, many men received new honors. Ormond resigned his 
duties in Ireland to Monck. the new Lord Lieutenant of Ireland who also 
took over numerous other titles. In return for his resignation, Ormond 
became Lord Steward. That was all, in spite of men like Monck and 
Shaftesbury who had fought against Charles and yet were awarded rank 
upon rank. The monarch was the law, and as a loyal subject, Ormond 
obeyed. This devotion is what Dryden suggests is the ideal to strive 
for: "Yet some [friends] there were, ev'n in the worst of days; / Some 
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let me name, and Naming is to praise" (815-16). Under the same 
selfless service come the rest of the supporters: Zadoc, Adriel, 
Jotham, Hushai, and Amiel. The "small but faithful band of worthies" 
reported any and all rebellious activities against the king to Charles, 
the godlike David. 
Because Dryden believes so strongly in the monarchy, he uses 
Charles/David as the frame for the poem. It begins with begetting by 
and ends with a warning from the king and father. Far from creating a 
sinless character as Zwicker would have readers believe (95), Dryden 
portrays his king as a benevolent monarch with faults; he's promiscuous 
and too lenient with his son and his kingdom, which becomes "an 
extension of [the] fatherly indulgence" (Thomas 126). Even though 
Monmouth was illegitimate, Charles demonstrated his "secret joy" for his 
son by awarding him with various titles. At the age of fourteen, James 
Crofts (the surname of his guardian) became the Duke of Monmouth, having 
"precedence over all dukes save those of royal blood" (Swedenberg 238). 
In the same year, the king also arranged a lucrative marriage to the 
Countess of Buccleuch, who was not only wealthy but also beautiful. By 
1674, Charles had made his son captain general of the King's forces, 
master of the horse, privy councillor of Scotland, commissioner of the 
navy, and chancellor of Cambridge. Although openly siding with the 
opposition, by 1679 Monmouth had full charge of all troops in Scotland. 
Maybe through these promotions as signs of good faith and support 
Charles the patriarch was giving his wayward son every opportunity to 
convert back to supporting his father and king. The son's reaction, 
though, was anything but loyal. 
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All of this attention by his father, along with the confidence 
earned by his military accomplishments, made the duke arrogant, and when 
he joined forces with Shaftesbury, "as far as his father was concerned 
his star had begun its descent" (Swedenberg 239). But, still, Charles 
the doting father tolerated his son's actions, more than most parents 
would: "What faults he had (for who from faults is free?) / His Father 
coud not, or he woud not see" (35-6). After Monmouth's banishment when 
Charles had been ill, the son--probably on Shaftesbury's coaxing 
(Swedenberg 240)--returned without permission, which caused Protestant 
factions to cheer and celebrate, heightening the tensions surrounding 
the succession debate. Only after such extreme disrespect for his 
father and, most important, danger to the precarious monarchial control 
did Charles strip his son of "all his offices and pensions" (Swedenberg 
240). According to Antonia Fraser, the king wasn't "blind" and didn't 
have "uncritical appreciation" for the duke: 
. . . on the contrary [he was] well aware of Monmouth's 
instability . . . as a monarch, he could not help seeing . . 
. Monmouth's flawed character, in particular his lack of 
judgement and his choice of "knaves and flatterers' as 
counsellors. (371) 
Thus, Dryden's description of the young man as "Prais'd, and Lov'd . . . 
remain'd / While David, undisturb'd, in Sion raign'd" (41-2) aptly 
captures Charles' love and political difficulties because of that 
affection. Early on, the father remained "undisturbed" and endured his 
son's arrogance. But once Monmouth's activities jeopardized the king's 
position, Charles took steps to discipline his son. 
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Charles indulged all of his children; Monmouth was no exception. 
Dryden uses this leniency and affection to mirror the man as monarch; 
Charles was also lenient with the people of England: "The Jews. a 
Headstrong, Moody, Murmuring race, / As ever try'd th' extent and 
stretch of grace" (45-6). Time after time Buckingham and Shaftesbury, 
Monmouth, and others rebelled against the king about exclusion and 
religious toleration. Yet Charles tried to keep a balance in his 
government which caused him repeatedly to reinstate these men to 
positions they had earlier been stripped from because of seditious 
actions: 
Some had in Courts been Great, and thrown from thence, 
Like Feinds, were harden'd in Impenitence. 
Some, by their Monarch's fatall mercy grown, 
From Pardon'd Rebels, Kinsmen to the Throne; 
Were rais'd in Power and publick Office high: 
Strong Bands, if Bands ungratefull men could tye. (144-9) 
What Charles did through political skill--the mixing of opposition and 
loyalists into the same councils, etc.--many people misconstrued as 
indecisiveness: "How ill my Fear they by my Mercy scan" (1004). By 
these lines, it appears that Dryden disagrees. Perhaps, he recognizes 
not only mercy, but the political finesse Charles used to maintain order 
and balance in his kingdom. 
As well as being a merciful parent to his political enemies, 
Charles also endeavored to extend an understanding view toward the 
different religious factions: "He was far ahead of his nation in 
tolerance of diverse opinions and faith" (Durant 250). It has been 
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well-documented that Charles tried to be tolerant toward the Catholics; 
m 1662 he proposed an Act of Indulgence in order for certain people to 
be exempted from the Act of Uniformity. Most scholars assume the 
indulgence was directed solely toward the Catholics when, actually, 
Charles wanted to aid the Jews and Quakers and other groups of 
dissenters. Many of these factions supported and defended the king 
during the civil wars, and he was grateful (Jones 35). But the 
parliament voted down his proposal. Dryden recognizes that the men in 
Parliament prevented religious toleration more than the king did: 
"Thus, worn and weaken'd, well or ill content, / Submit they [Catholics] 
must to David's government" (92-3). The poet does not position his 
words without purpose; Catholic submission is to the parliament, not 
Charles himself. 
Most of the rulings and laws against Catholics were forced upon 
Charles by the pressure of parliament as a type of political blackmail. 
Without the king's approval for acts such as the Clarendon Code, 
Parliament would allot no money (or less than feasible) to Charles. 
After a time, even this coercion by the parliament would not work; the 
king would turn to France and the Dutch for money in return for favors. 
This juggling act seemed to him easier than fighting with his government 
for his allowance. So much has been made of the extravagances of 
Charles II--paying for mistresses and supporting the arts--but "compared 
to the extravagances of his father, or for that matter of Louis XIV, 
[he] had modest tastes" (Fraser 331). Also, the bribes of Louis were 
not solely paid to the English king. Whenever the French king needed to 
pressure Charles into a decision, he would bribe members of Charles' 
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opposition--with women and money. In true Restoration fashion, 
intrigues came from both parties. As a close observer to the court, 
Dryden must have known of much of the double-dealing and, therefore, 
makes sure that Charles alone does not receive the criticism; "David's 
government" does too. 
Many of his court were disturbed by the king's approachable 
manner. He was known to have "supped with jockeys" and dined with many 
non-royal citizens. He was a "man who regularly promenaded amongst his 
subjects in St. James' Park" (Fraser 338,354). Habitual early morning 
walks and fishing were among his favorite pastimes. This "most 
accessible sovereign" set the style "for the official court 'Drawing 
Rooms' of later centuries" (Fraser 339). 
Yet Charles remained firm in his devotion to the rightful 
authority of the monarchy. An incident illustrating his respect for the 
royal tradition occurred in 1674, when child-sized skeletons were found 
in the Tower of London. Charles believed them to be the remains of the 
unfortunate Edward V and Richard Duke of York of Richard III infamy. 
His "immediate instinct was to command a more reverent burial for these 
pathetic relics: they were transferred to Westminster Abbey and Sir 
Christopher Wren was ordered to design a marble urn to encase them" 
(Fraser 329). Charles believed strongly in observing respect for the 
rightful heir tradition, a belief Dryden shared in his concern for 
orderly succession. 
This same sense of propriety helped the monarch remain firm 
throughout his reign in his relationship with his wife and his brother. 
Granted, Charles had numerous mistresses, but he always refused to 
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divorce Catherine, in spite of her sterility. Even when the Exclusion 
Bill dominated every session of parliament, the king refused the 
suggestions of divorce and remarriage to guarantee a Protestant heir. 
Sometimes he would resort to adjourning the session when his refusal was 
ignored. How easy it would have been for Charles to make peace with his 
government if he had consented to the suggestion, but he believed in 
tradition: his brother was the legitimate heir. Because of his 
affection for his brother and his firm belief in rightful succession, 
Charles also had to defend James as successor for a good ten years. The 
brother's choice of religion brought about the tension, yet the king 
would not force a conversion; instead, he followed Danby's advice to 
let Mary, James' daughter, marry William of Orange, a Protestant, to 
ease the fear of having a possible Catholic king (Eraser 348) . It seems 
probable that Charles adamantly defended Catherine and James because 
they represented the monarchial right and authority, and to deny his 
wife and brother their rights as royalty would symbolize the king's own 
disavowal of the very institution he tried to restore. This fidelity to 
the tradition of rightful succession is what Dryden endorses as well. 
As a poet addressing a historical crisis, John Dryden illustrates 
for the people of England what has passed, what is passing, and what 
should pass: 
[he] writes with an ideal of the true relation of king and 
subject, the true society, with the intention of making 
society conform to it; at the same time the state of actual 
political events limits the extent to which the ideal is 
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realisable or relevant, and thus in turn it is the ideal 
that is modified by events. (Rivers 163). 
The man believes in monarchy although, with the actual political events 
that have occurred, he "patches the flaws" in his idealistic notions. 
Parliament has limited the monarchy's power, which the poet now accepts: 
"And Laws are vain, by which we Right enjoy, /If Kings unquestiond can 
those laws destroy" (763-4). But the "true society" is still an England 
with a monarch who should be obeyed. Without that monarchy, if the 
people were to choose, "Not Kings alone, (the Godheads Images,) / But 
Government itself at length must fall / To Natures state; where all have 
Right to all" (792-4). The fickle Jews would fight and change leaders 
as the mood suited them: "For who can be secure of private Right, /If 
Sovereign sway may be dissolv'd by might?" (779-80). Because Dryden 
does adapt to new political environments, evaluating and sanctioning 
qualities from many points of view, he has been misconstrued. Zwicker 
believes that the poet's "key words . . . are dysfunctional as a 
description of behavior and belief," that the poet is a liar (3). As I 
have pointed out, the characterization of the king is not a picture of 
sinlessness; Dryden carefully fits into his poem some faults such as 
being too promiscuous and too lenient with son and subjects. But the 
monarchy still represented the ideal order that Dryden the man felt 
England needed. 
His presentation of Charles as both father and king to England 
allows Dryden to show that many of his country's problems are not 
directly caused by the king: "History in "Absalom and Achitophel' is 
made by men not by impersonal forces" (Barnard 136) . The prejudice of 
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Parliament and the people caused many of the laws and much of the civil 
strife that threatened to upset the stability of a centuries-old 
monarchy which represented Dryden's sense of order. Charles the father 
opens the poem, begetting children from numerous mistresses. Then 
Dryden focuses on the favorite son and demonstrates Monmouth's betrayal 
of his father, king, and country. After that, the poet introduces the 
Jews--the people of England--and again demonstrates how the "fickle 
rout," just like the individual, cannot remain loyal to their sovereign 
or to a single religious authority. What Dryden tries to emphasize 
through his comparison of Charles as king and father is that with a 
monarchy, succession is secure. In a family, the father's position as 
head of the household never comes into doubt. Likewise, Dryden feels 
that the tradition of succession should also be assured. Then no 
factions among the subjects would arise and fight over who would be in 
charge when the current leader dies. 
This father motif resurfaces after the description of specific 
opposition leaders and the king's "short file." The indulgent monarch 
has been pushed far enough, "his patience tir'd," and so he lectures to 
his people like a father to his children: "So much the Father did the 
King asswage" (942). He reminds them of what a forgiving patriarch he's 
been and of how ungrateful his children are: "But Save me most from my 
Petitioners. / Unsatiate as the barren Womb or Grave; / God cannot Grant 
so much as they can Crave" (986-8). Whatever he allows his people is 
not enough; they always want more. Because they are so ungrateful, he's 
forced to become a more strict parent: "The Law shall still direct my 
peacefull Sway, / And the same Law teach Rebels to Obey" (991-2). 
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Dryden's word choice here is important: "peaceful sway" means 
nonviolent. Parents, when trying to be firm with their children, 
threaten harsh tactics but hope never to enforce them. The same goes 
for Charles. Reminding the people that he is still the king with power 
recognized even by Parliament, Charles attempts to frighten his 
subjects/children into submission, back to an orderly nation/household. 
At one point in the summer of 1681, Charles does make sure that 
two men are executed for their seditious actions. Up until this time, 
Charles had tried to maintain a balance within his court, but 
continuous, false accusations against his wife and brother finally 
brought the king to the end of his patience. Stephen College and Edward 
Fitzharris were hanged, drawn and quartered for their participation in 
Shaftesbury-connected activities (Winn 349). These executions are what 
Zwicker refers to when he describes the king's "executive vengeance" 
(86). Granted, in today's society, these actions would seem barbarous, 
but in the days of Dryden they were so often carried out by Whig and 
Tory juries alike that no one saw any irregularity to the sentences. 
Actually, for a king, Charles was in his own way restrained since he 
used less significant rebels like College and Fitzharris as examples of 
the "fury" he could impose on more powerful men in his kingdom. 
In "Absalom and Achitophel" Dryden asserts his "own principles of 
government" (Miner 5). Through the biblical parallel the poet hopes to 
show the English people "a model of a society dominated by religion" 
(Durant 194) and the consequences when a nation goes against its 
traditional institutions and God's will. Examples are proof, and the 
story of David and his troubles with Absalom and Achitophel support 
Dryden's fear that this same unhappy ending could happen if God's 
anointed is not honored and obeyed. The biblical allusion allows the 
poet/historian to illustrate that Charles/David as father/king can 
create a united family, God's family, the ideal of Dryden the man. 
Ill: 
"Religio Laici": The True Ending to "Absalom and Achitophel" 
The beginning of strife is when one letteth out water: therefore 
leave off contention, before it be meddled with. (Proverbs 17:14) 
The spirit of man is the candle of the Lord, searching all the 
inward parts of the belly. (Proverbs 20:27) 
When John Dryden published his "Absalom and Achitophel" in 
November, 1681, the poem was an immediate success. It seemed to be the 
topic of much conversation, but although people noted the parallel of 
England's political strife with that of Israel's, and enjoyed 
discovering who represented whom, they missed the full significance of 
the comparison. As a result, political tensions grew worse instead of 
better, and King Charles, growing tired of his rebellious subjects, 
decided to use his legal power to deter them. He tried to have 
Shaftesbury convicted for high treason, but the Whig jury handed down a 
plea of Ignoramus. The earl's supporters celebrated and made a medal in 
his honor. Because of the disrespect shown for the king, in March of 
1682 Dryden published "The Medall," in which the poet attacked 
Shaftesbury's and his followers' seditious attitudes and actions. But 
still the strife continued. To illustrate the punishment which would 
accompany those who continued to rebel against the monarchy, Charles had 
men like Stephen College and Edward Fitzharris executed for their 
participation in such seditious activities as accusing the queen, the 
Duke of York, and Danby of conspiring to kill the king (Winn 345). 
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Most rebellious acts of the Restoration originated from one of two 
main areas: the struggle for power between Parliament and the king, and 
vehement religious prejudice. Known as an occasional poet, Dryden would 
most certainly have written a poem about the extremist and prideful 
opinions of the main spiritual denominations at some point in his 
career, but what encouraged his writing "Religio Laici" at this time 
(published in November, 1682) was the recent translation of Father 
Simon's Histoire Critique du Vieux Testament. By pointing out the 
inconsistencies of the scriptures, Father Simon wanted to promote the 
Catholic church and its tradition as the only infallible faith. At this 
juncture in Dryden's life, the poet disagreed with the Roman Catholic 
claim of supremacy. With his personal devotion to the Anglican Church, 
Dryden, as a layman, recognizes and analyzes the Deist, the Catholic, 
and the Puritan principles in order to substantiate his claim that the 
Church of England observed the most moderate and appropriate religious 
stance (Fujimura 217). In choosing the via media principle in religion, 
the poet continues his personal search for order in an ever-changing 
world. 
Since religion and politics continuously interacted in Dryden's 
England, and in his works, it is not surprising that scholars would 
interpret "Religio Laici" as if it discussed both issues or only 
politics (Zwicker 104; Hooker 129). In one sense this may be true. But 
if we look at the poem as Ehrenpreis suggests (through the author's 
explicit meaning), Dryden's "interest in theological issues for their 
own sake is apparent" (Winn 375). Dryden's explicit meaning for this 
poem deals with a layman's conception of religion and salvation in the 
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seventeenth century (Corder 249). And this private religious searching 
has to be recognized before the poem's implicit suggestions for 
political responsibilities can be interpreted because religion, in 
essence, is an important cause of political strife in England. 
As the first eleven lines in the poem suggest, reason is man's 
stepping stone to salvation, not the end result: "So pale grows Reason 
at Religions sight; / So dyes, and so dissolves in Supernatural Light" 
(10-11). Intellect cannot compare with religious faith. It can allow 
man to perceive the existence of God, but not what He is. How, asks the 
poet, can man possibly comprehend God when he is so much the inferior: 
"For what cou'd Fathom GOD were more than He" (41). Too much confidence 
in reason will cause man to stray from dependence on faith and God. So, 
Dryden the man responds to the Deists, saying that their view of 
religion bases itself on a false premise: "Reveal'd Religion first 
inform'd thy Sight, / And Reason saw not, till Faith sprung the Light" 
(68-9). What they think has been discovered by man was revealed by God 
first. The Deists have "reduced religion to a calculated transaction" 
(Budick 34) and have denied the mystery of the divine. 
Responding to Father Simon's assertions of the Bible's textual 
unreliability (corruptness), Dryden reminds him of the wonder of a 
manuscript that had been passed down "In several Ages born, in several 
parts . . how. or why / Shou'd all conspire to cheat us with a Lye? / 
Unask'd their Pains. ungratefull their Advice. / Starving their Gain. 
and Martyrdom their Price" (141-45). In spite of some man-made errors, 
this book must contain rudiments of important truths to survive for so 
long and to be continued by so many. 
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Some forty lines later, Dryden presents a radical suggestion: God 
may even forgive pagans, for "If from his Nature Foes may Pity claim, / 
Much more may Strangers who ne'er heard his Name" (190-91). He does not 
pronounce that his wonderings are fact; his word choice, the use of 
"may," merely suggests that a benevolent God could forgive anyone 
(Chiasson 215; Budick 66). This reflection incurred the wrath of many 
who labeled Dryden's work as atheistical because of such considerations 
(Zwicker 112). From this comment alone, we can observe Dryden's shift 
from judgments of public controversies to those of private assertion. 
He has humbly considered what he feels, and because he admits that God 
chooses to reveal only that which He feels necessary, why can't Dryden 
the man speculate on the extent of God's benevolence? He knows he is a 
"much unskilfull, but well meaning guide" (225) through this religious 
dilemma of which faith will guarantee the right path for man's 
salvation. 
Zwicker maintains that Dryden has no intention of making an honest 
religious confession in this poem, devoting several pages to the poet's 
use of "charity." To Zwicker, every word is a front for politics. He 
feels "the distance between Dryden's charity for the heathens and his 
harshness toward dissenters" is puzzling. Dryden's dissenters represent 
the king's political enemies, so naturally the poet showed less 
restraint in his description of them (106). From a religious 
standpoint, the "harshness" is understandable. Since heathens know 
nothing of God, they cannot choose to disobey His commandments. But 
dissenters use their free will to decide that only God's words 
(Scriptures) are believable and that they can interpret those words 
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through their own reason. Christians choose their actions and are 
therefore to blame when they bicker among themselves about simple and 
clear meanings of the Scriptures. This is Dryden's point. 
Contrary to Zwicker's opinion, Dryden's reflections are not 
"ploys" to covertly promote the king's convictions through his poetic 
propaganda (54). Charles was not the only other English person who 
desired religious toleration and civic order. Monck, for example, 
desired the same world. It is true that the poet and king shared many 
common situations: both were in their fifties, both had Catholic wives, 
both were eldest sons. But, again, many men possessed the same traits. 
Mixed marriages were common, and of course primogeniture affected all 
people's inheritances. These similarities are not cause for complete 
allegiance by Dryden to his monarch; they are best described as a 
"generational solidarity" (Winn 346) shared by most adult men of the 
Restoration period. 
From his layman speculations on God's infinite mercy, Dryden moves 
into his argument against Father Simon's assertions of Catholic pre¬ 
eminence : 
If written words from time are not secur'd, 
How can we think have oral Sounds endur'd? 
Which thus transmitted, if one Mouth has fail'd, 
Immortal Lves on Ages are intail'd; 
And that some such have been, is prov'd too plain; 
If we consider Interest. Church. and Gain. (270-75) 
Church corruption over the centuries was no secret, and Dryden reminds 
Father Simon of the clergy's abusive interpretation of the text for the 
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innocent lay people. He faults the Roman church for its claim of 
"omniscience in expounding and omnipotence in damning and saving" 
(Budick 150). Man's spoken word remains as fallible as the written 
doctrines. 
Within a few dozen lines the poet again reminds the readers that 
these probings are just ideas that he has contemplated: 
If others in the same Glass better see 
"Tis for Themselves they look, but not for me: 
For MY Salvation must its Doom receive 
Not from what OTHERS. but what X believe. (301-4) 
The judgement of that choice is between the individual and God. By 
using the first person pronoun, Dryden becomes the participant in this 
poem, not the passive observer. His analysis is more intimate, and he 
reminds his readers that he is no expert, that the observations are his 
own and no one else's. As Zwicker continues to find covert political 
rhetoric, he derides th poet's stance as an innocent layman: "this poet 
is no judge of faith in others--though in fact he will soon enough 
perform in such a capacity--only a humble confessor of his own" (51). 
What this critic overlooks is that Dryden's analysis demonstrates his 
"unambitious," personal thought which allows him to "apprehend[] the 
truths of 'needfull Faith' in God" (Budick 159). The technique of 
suggestion by example which the poet uses was mastered a few decades 
later by Swift in his "Drapier's Letters." Instead of telling or 
commanding the people to think or act in a certain way, Dryden lets the 
narrator describe what he personally would do. By giving a model for 
behavior, Dryden makes clear that religious choice is personal and 
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private, and people can follow his example of how to make their own 
particular choices. 
After pointing out Catholicism's weakness, that traditional 
interpretation can be just as corrupt as textual, Dryden carefully 
asserts his moderate stance: "Are there not many points, some needfull 
sure / To saving Faith, that Scripture leaves obscure?" (307-8). He 
refers to his earlier point that reason and faith, at times, must rely 
on each other; some of the mystery must remain unanswered. Though man 
cannot rely totally on the Catholic's fideistic view, neither can he 
depend upon just the Bible, because there are the obvious discrepancies 
which Father Simon emphasized. Together with God's gift of reason as a 
guide, faith and the Bible's simple truths can lead man towards 
salvation. 
Dryden next warns against the opposite position to fideism. Total 
reliance on the individual's interpretation of the Scriptures by 
dissenters can also end in abuse: 
The Book thus put in every vulgar hand, 
Which each presum'd he best cou'd understand, 
The Common Rule was made the common Prey: 
And at the mercy of the Rabble lay. (400-3) 
Interpretation by the common people had led to multiple factions, all 
arguing that only their particular denomination was the right one: "The 
Spirit gave the Doctoral Degree: / . . . / No measure ta'n from 
Knowledge, all from GRACE" (406, 412). The Bible's message became 
distorted: "the collective vanity and arrogance of ambitious 
individuals tends [sic] to invert man's true relation to the divine" 
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(Budick 153). Interpretation became relevant to the individual, not to 
the entire group, which caused the factional activities. Dryden's fear 
was that the uneducated, the "vulgar hand," would misinterpret the 
simplest passages as a result of their ignorance or ambition. 
Since Dryden "attempt[s] to portray and to justify" the king's 
position to protect the Catholics, Zwicker maintains that the poet's 
criticism of dissenters is more harsh than that of papists (118). If, 
indeed, Dryden does criticize the dissenters more sternly, the poet 
remembers the Cromwell years when "the Puritans had brought civil strife 
to the nation" and were, therefore, "even more reprehensible than 
Catholics" (Fujimura 215). Yet, Dryden is not entirely uncritical of 
Rome: "In 1682 the church of Rome was clearly associated with the worst 
medievalism' and oppression of the human spirit . . . [Dryden's] 
hostility to Roman Catholic authoritarianism is overt and unmistakable" 
(Budick 22). Although the images used to describe the protestants are 
more graphic, Dryden's analysis of the other factions' weaknesses should 
make the Catholics feel shame for manipulating the ignorant and the 
deists feel terror for lack of faith, negating their chance for 
salvation. Because Dryden judges each faction individually, recognizing 
the strengths and weaknesses in each, it is understandable to see how 
critics can be divided in their opinions of the poet's intent, yet it 
should be evident that his intentions are to find a moderate, middle 
way. 
While looking for personal balance and order, a middle ground, 
Dryden finds extremists full of pride and prejudice against factions 
other than their own (Budick 79; Harth Contexts 291). At fifty-one, 
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Dryden had seen and experienced enough to critique the different 
denominations: the Deists thought that "Man by his own strength to 
Heaven wou'd soar" (62); the Catholics were asked by "a knowing Age . . 
. / If they the Book, or That did them inspire" (388-9); the Puritans 
were "Occasion'd by great Zeal. and little Thought" (416). What he 
concludes from these observations of the different sects' views of the 
Scriptures is "all we make of Heavens discover'd Will / Is, not to have 
it, or to use it ill" (423-4). The Deists do not believe in the 
Scriptures, and Catholics and Puritans each want to interpret the text 
in entirely different ways. 
Dryden wants to use text and faith and tradition, which indicate 
his via media stance, but most people had become so obsessed with having 
the right or best "religion" through fault-finding in the opposition 
that they couldn't understand compromise: "The things we must believe, 
are few. and plain" (432) and, 
If still our Reason runs another way, 
That private Reason 'tis more Just to curb, 
Than by Disputes the publick Peace disturb. 
For points obscure are of small use to learn: 
But Common quiet is Mankind's concern. (446-50) 
All the bickering and fighting between denominations had caused a rift 
in English society, religious and political, for more than half a 
century. The two types of social upheaval were inseparable; Dryden knew 
this and his suggestion to man for "common quiet" was meant for both 
types: 
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He tells him to curb' his public expression, not to change 
his private beliefs. The poet speaks to him in terms of 
what is just to mankind, not of what God requires for 
salvation. The latter question can only be settled in the 
secluded space of one's own breast. (Budick 81) 
Private ambitions and beliefs should be left private for the good of the 
nation. "And this unpolish'd, rugged Verse, I chose; / As fittest for 
Discourse, and nearest Prose" (453-4) signifies that these thoughts come 
from an unskilled but well-meaning layman, with simple language, looking 
for simple truths. 
Over and over Dryden repeats the idea of simplicity behind the 
necessary truths of the Bible. By keeping ideas simple, the poet tries 
to establish a sense of order in his universe. Every man, heathen or 
not, has a place in the universal order, but within each man or 
religious sect are limits of what can be known or done. Despite man's 
limitations, he must try "as an act of love as well as obedience" to 
live in harmony with all other men (Price 8). This obeisance to simple 
truths also promotes the religious toleration needed for the turbulent 
time. Having a Puritan and Catholic family background, being an 
Anglican defender yet having a wife who was Catholic, Dryden witnessed 
people coexisting without religious or political strife. The simple, 
clear belief in God was shared by each denomination; any discrepancies 
in scriptural interpretation were allowed by each to be observed as the 
other wished. His ideas of "common quiet" must have derived, in part, 
from his personal experience. So why couldn't this familial cooperation 
work on a national scale? 
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As a result of the turbulent times in the late 1670's and early 
1680's in which the religion a person practiced determined what 
political power he could attain, Dryden was forced to step back and 
rethink his commitments. He had to re-examine his ideals and 
assumptions and assess where his ideas on politics, science, and 
religion fit into the new-emerging order in English history. But his 
reconsidering these issues actually caused him to express his personal 
ideas more confidently. By comparing "Absalom and Achitophel" with 
"Religio Laici," we see the poet speaking more assuredly in his own 
voice in the latter poem. 
In response to Dryden's poetry, Laura Brown asserts that his form 
"represents the aesthetic codification of anxiety, the literary 
elaboration of an assertion at odds with itself" (404). What others 
call Dryden's dialectic or ambiguity, Brown calls "paradoxical 
conjunction" that "does not produce unity from disparity" (405). 
Because David and Achitophel do not meet in conflict, Brown insists that 
the poem is "abruptly truncated" (402). Dryden's "assertion at odds 
with itself" has Charles make his speech and order resume while 
Shaftesbury and the parliament remain intact and disgruntled. To Brown, 
the ending is weak, since the narrative's plot suggests an encounter 
between Achitophel and David which never occurs, but it does illustrate 
Dryden's "struggle to bring order and stability to historical 
experience" (402). It seems Dryden cannot face the realities of 
Parliament's strength, so he contrives a less than appropriate ending, 
according to Brown. 
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As history changes, Brown observes, Dryden and his ideals do not 
change. I disagree. Another conclusion is suggested by the evidence of 
the texts. "Absalom and Achitophel" illustrates Dryden's preference for 
monarchy, although a limited one: "And Laws are vain, by which we Right 
enjoy, / If Kings unquestiond can those laws destroy" (763-4). "Religio 
Laici" shows how the poet asks human reason to accept on faith what is 
beyond the simple and clear, that all things cannot be known to man. 
Yet Brown feels that ambiguity in Dryden's form shows 
the anxieties of the Restoration settlement, and it reveals 
with unusual clarity and detail the contradiction of that 
moment in history. In its blind advocacy of a conservative 
and static ideal, it sees the realities of a progressive and 
dynamic historical process. (405) 
Although she makes a strong case in some ways, Dryden's refusal to 
present clear-cut answers shows his open-mindedness, not a "blind 
advocacy" of "static ideals" (Corder 245). He believes in traditional 
foundations with moderate changes. In politics, he wants a little more 
control and power for the people and a little less for his king. In 
religion, he advocates heretical propositions such as toleration for all 
sects; heathens can find salvation without the Scriptures; Catholics, 
non-conformists, and deists have strengths and weaknesses. Dryden's 
ideas reveal flexibility, not fixed position (Bredvold 24). 
Dryden's observations illustrate a seventeenth century man--caught 
in a period of complex political, scientific, social, and religious 
transition-- trying to make adjustments according to his personal 
understanding of principles. He feels anxieties in change, but he does 
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not deny those "progressive and dynamic" historical processes. In 
"Absalom and Achitophel" the fear is that rebellion leads to total 
elimination of past values and institutions, and in "Religio Laici" the 
apprehension is that man creates civil strife over matters of private 
belief instead of maintaining peace through observance of the clear and 
simple truths. Dryden would appreciate a slow change as less 
threatening to public order, but change nonetheless he acknowledges. 
Because politics and religion are so inextricably associated 
during the 1600's, it is easy to overlook how the two poems differ. 
With "Absalom" the poet emphasizes to groups of people that they must 
obey the king and honor the institution of monarchy-- that if they don't, 
the sovereign will lawfully punish them all in equal fashion--by 
imprisonment and maybe even execution. In "Religio Laici" the poet 
stresses obeisance and honor to God, but the consequences of disobeying 
are an individual concern. Also, when dealing with the subject of 
national politics, Dryden expresses personal opinion more cautiously 
while instructing a nation on values. Obvious reasons explain his 
caution. As Royal Historiographer and Poet Laureate, Dryden must show 
allegiance to the king; therefore, any personal judgement that differs 
with his monarch must be voiced subtly. As public poet Dryden had a 
responsibility to instruct; instruction requires a person to be 
knowledgeable and fair in observations, so the poet had to take great 
care in his historical poem to see that the Biblical parallel was 
convincing. But as he focuses his personal reflections on religion, the 
pressure to please the king and public is gone. The layman must please 
only God. Confident in his acceptance of the mystery that accompanies 
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belief in an omniscient, benevolent God, Dryden defines one man's way to 
live his faith. This is a moderate way, sensible and rational and 
possible enough that others could just as easily follow the same process 
in living their faith. 
In "Religio Laici," first and foremost, Dryden concentrates on his 
personal religious opinions--what was the middle way--which would lead 
to personal peace and, consequently, should reciprocate with a public 
peace: he "came to believe that controversial religious questions had 
to be authoritatively settled before they could become--as they 
inevitably would--political ones" (Benson 412). As he shows that 
through religion individual peace could become national "common quiet," 
Dryden makes his poem serve a dual purpose: he affirms the "best" faith 
for himself and his conclusion for "common quiet" becomes the English 
people's answer for proper behavior in "Absalom and Achitophel." In 
this sense, "Religio Laici" is the poem that completes Dryden's message 
in "Absalom and Achitophel." 
Conclusion 
From Dryden's poetic crafting of "Absalom and Achitophel" and 
"Religio Laici," written within one year of each other, one can gain a 
considerable understanding of Dryden the man. The subjects of politics 
and religion in themselves are expansive, and discussing either is 
arduous. Dryden's observations and opinions on these matters 
demonstrate his reverence for balance and harmony; moderation for him i 
inherent, not merely a "reflexive response" (Zwicker 3). The idea that 
because disguise and deceit in language were so commonplace Dryden 
naturally practiced that same covert strategy is a faulty assumption. 
Politicians usually were guilty of ambiguous language, but Dryden was 
not a politician. He believed in specific principles and did his best 
to defend them by trying to explain them: opposing the tradition of 
monarchy was opposing something as sacred as God's word; civil strife 
over minor points and flaws in the Bible was senseless. These ideas 
were shared by more than just Dryden and his king. Unfortunately, thei 
similar interests cause too many critics to assume the poet's only role 
is as mouthpiece for Charles. Are Dryden's defense and attacks of 
Catholics and dissenters alike to be interpreted as the king's view as 
well? If the poet were following the typical deceitful or circuitous 
language of politics, would he risk using such bold suggestions as 
heathens finding a way to salvation without the Scriptures as a cover 
for a political opinion? A reverse conjecture must emerge. These 
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statements reveal the individual, independent mind at work. The 
only "covert" intention that may be attributed to Dryden is far from 
Zwicker's design. In "Absalom and Achitophel" the poet laureate must 
carefully weave his opinions among the differing views of his monarch, 
not the reverse. And the multi-leveled meanings in "Religio Laici," 
religious, moral, and political, mark the poem as one of great 
achievement because of its sensitivity to multiple viewpoints, even 
those he criticizes. 
In such times as the early-1680's when extremes in politics, 
religion, and science created such havoc with society, it is amazing to 
watch Dryden try to achieve a balance in his personal thinking. He 
didn't want to lose sight of the past; there was value in integrating 
old ideas with the new. In today's society people insist on remembering 
the holocaust and Vietnam, so the tragedies won't happen again. I think 
this is part of Dryden's purpose for supporting the monarchy; life was 
more stable with it than without it. But he also encouraged changes in 
moderation. Once one has been exposed to a new way of life (such as the 
protectorate), returning to an old way of living (restoring the 
monarchy) without finding even a minuscule point of admiration for the 
previous existence is impossible. Thus, upon Charles II's return, 
Dryden acknowledges the monarchy needs to have limits. His changes in 
attitudes, small and slow as they may seem to some, suggest a man who 
will accept and adapt to history-in-progress. He just has to 
contemplate the repercussions, using both experience and reason to 
formulate his judgments. 
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The process of altering his opinions would not stop for Dryden. 
Within the same decade he converted to Catholicism, saw James II inherit 
the throne and watched Parliament invite William and Mary to rule, 
causing James to flee and Dryden to relinquish his titles as Royal 
Historiographer and Poet Laureate because of the new rulers of England. 
Although he did change opinions on some matters in the confusion of the 
times, Dryden remained devoted to principles he defined in "Absalom and 
Achitophel" and "Religio Laici": principles of respect for the 
monarchy, legitimate succession, and toleration for religious 
preferences. 
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